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Overview

Booth is a culinary social networking app for people tired of waiting in line. It addresses this
problem by fulfilling a need of restaurateurs: to maximize persons per table.
Imagine: a restaurant has 3 tables left, each seating 4 persons. But the parties waiting in line
are composed of 1, 2 and 3 persons. Seating them alone is a waste of space for the
restaurant. Hosts can seat people together on their own, but what if diners had more control
over who they sat with? And what of diners who might otherwise avoid going out to eat for
fear of waiting for 30, 60 or 120 minutes?
L2F allows diners waiting in line to broadcast their party size and persons needed to anyone in
the area. It also allows prospective diners to view open parties in their area and accept the
invitation. Now restaurants can maximize their revenue and diners can minimize their time
waiting for a table.
The best part? Users can set filters for who they’re looking for. Girls’ night out? Restrict your
invite to women-only. Not in the mood for politics? Filter results by parties with the nopolitics tag. And that’s just the beginning of what L2F has to offer. Its robust filtering options
allow to search by cuisine, vegetarian-only, price range, noise level and more.
Stop waiting. Skip the line.

Goals
•
•
•

Connect diners with similar interests
Encourage diners to try new restaurants
Minimize restaurant wait times

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Booths
Custom Booth descriptions
Invite Booth before the Booth is public
User profiles that provide personalized Booth recommendations
View nearby Booths as a map or list
Sort Booths by restaurant distance, rating, popularity or alphabetization
Filter Booths and restaurants by user preference
Search for specific restaurants
View Booths as standalone cards
Join Booths with friends
Rate and favorite restaurants and other users
Phone notifications for open Booths

Feature Details

When creating a Booth, the user can immediately add contacts to the Booth. Spots in the
Booth will be reserved for these users for 5 minutes before becoming open. Example: User is
eating out with 1 friend, needs 2 more people to skip the line. User makes a Booth for 4
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people, adding his friend in the process. 1 slot is filled automatically (the host) and 1 is
reserved for 5 minutes while his friend accepts the invite.
Booth hosts can write a Booth description with additional information or preferences.
Map view of all restaurants within a variable radius of the user, where said restaurant has at
least 1 open Booth seats.
View nearby restaurants as a list, sortable by distance, rating, popularity or alphabetically,
where said restaurant has at least 1 open Booth seats.
Filter search results (on map or list) by: gender (radio: any, male-only, female-only), party
size (min/max slider: 1-10), party needed (min slider: 1-10), conversation level (radio: quiet,
moderate, talkative), conversation topics (checkboxes: gaming, sports, local events, music),
age (min-max slider: 18-100), politics (radio: allowed, not allowed), price (checkbox: any,
low, medium, high).
When a Booth is tapped, displays all available parties at the restaurant as cards. Information:
size of party, size needed, filter tags.
User profile information, like age and gender, will be used to automatically filter out results
they are not eligible for.
Users can join Booths with friends, synchronizing their acceptance into the Booth. This way,
users eating out together won’t try to join the Booth at the same time as a third user and
have only one of them make it in.
Ability to mark favored restaurants. Favored restaurants can be viewed on their own tab to
easily access their open booths. Favored restaurants are public information.
Ability to request notifications if favored restaurants near the user receive an open Booth, or
if a favored user opens one up at any restaurant.

Screens
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1. SPLASH/LOGIN
a. Login splash screen. Asks users to sign in with Facebook, Google or Booth
account. Alternatively create an account. Facebook and Google lead to
associated sign-in portals. Booth login takes to Booth login screen. Account
creation takes to Booth sign-up screen.
b. Account creation screen. Type in email address or phone number, password,
and password verification.
c. Booth login screen. Type in email address or phone number, and password.
Takes to home screen, or back to splash screen.
d. Profile creation screen. When logging in for the first time, the user must input
profile info, like photo, name, age, gender, etc. Once that’s done, they’re
taken to the home screen.
2. Home screen. First-time users will be asked for location data.
a. If location data is given, the app will detect if the user is currently at a
restaurant. If they are, the home screen will display an alert asking if they’re
at [restaurant] and would like to create a Booth. If the user confirms to create
a Booth, go to screen 3a. If the user denies, go to 2b.
b. If the user is not detected as being at a restaurant (either based on location
data or lack thereof), welcome the user by name and give suggested nearby
Booths. At the bottom of the screen, below the Booths, ask if the user is
looking for something else and CTA for them to find a Booth.
3. HOST VIEW
a. Invite to Booth (invite form) screen. Hitting the Home screen’s “Invite to
Booth” button takes the user to this screen, where they search for their
current restaurant, how many persons they need, and their optional party
filters (age, gender, hobbies, etc.), as well as whether these are preferences
or a requirement. The host can also set up a time limit (such as 30 minutes, or
indefinite), and whether they are currently waiting in line or if they’re
planning to go later.
i. Required preferences restrict who can view a Booth, while optional
preferences do not. For security, only the host can see whether a
preference is required or optional. For example: a Booth can have an
age restriction of 21+ and an optional preference of no-politics; users
over the age of 20 who view this listing will not know whether nopolitics or 21+ are required or optional.
ii. Host can invite contacts when creating the Booth, reserving seats at the
Booth for 5 minutes or until the invited user accepts the invite. Use a
FAB to do group invites.
b. Booth invite screen (host view). The host view of the Booth invite shows all
the options for the Booth that were set up, with the ability to edit the Booth.
They can also view all the users that have accepted the invite.
4. USER VIEW
a. Booths map screen. The Booths map shows an Uber/Google Maps-esque map
view of Booths around the user (requires access to phone location data). User
can also use a search bar to search for a specific restaurant. The Booths are
displayed as icons on the map – tapping one shows a pop-out of the restaurant
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and how many Booths are there. Tapping it again pulls out the full restaurant
view, showing all Booths there, with full details. If a restaurant only has one
Booth, it is shown alone on the restaurant pop-out.
b. Booths list screen. The Booths list shows a vertical list of all Booths around the
user (again, requires location data). User can search for a specific restaurant.
Booths are displayed as restaurants, similar to the map: multiples are merged
into a restaurant which can be tapped; singles are displayed alone.
c. Restaurant screen. The restaurant screen shows the name, rating, price range,
cuisine, address, summary and photo of the restaurant. It also has all the
Booths being hosted at the restaurant currently. Users can tap the favorite
button to favorite a restaurant.
d. Booths filter screen. Users searching for Booths can filter by the usual filters
(age, politics, etc.), plus cuisine, price range, whether it’s hosting right now or
between a specific time, etc. User can also choose to sort results by name,
distance, rating or popularity (only applies to list view).
e. Notification setup screen. Users can set up notifications to inform them when
a Booth matching their filters opens up within a specified length of time. This
screen just sets the length of time to keep the user notified.
f. Booth invite screen. Once the user has finally found a Booth, this screen has
the details on it, including every user in the Booth, with a button to join the
booth. This lets the user send a short message to the host (“Be there in 5
minutes.”). Users can also choose to share the Booth invite with a contact.
i. Users can synchronize their acceptance of invites with contacts to
ensure that one doesn’t get in without the other. Use a FAB to do
group invites.
5. Profile screen. Profile screen lets users add or change their photo, name, age, and
gender. For safety reasons, these can only be changed once a year (not counting initial
account creation), except for photo which can be changed once a month (counting
initial account creation).
a. Profiles display the user’s photo and name.
b. Profiles also display public stats: personal rating, number of restaurants
visited, and number of Booths joined and Booths hosted.
c. Favorited restaurants and users can also be accessed from the profile screen.
Only favorited restaurants are public information.
d. The user can also set additional information, like conversation level, politics
preference and hobbies. Demographic information is used by hosts to filter out
users, while additional preferences are used by users to filter out Booths (if
enabled below).
e. This information is visible to users in the same Booth (except where noted) and
is used for algorithm and filtering purposes. Users can view any past Booth
member they’ve eaten with, excluding blocked users (who cannot view or be
viewed by the blocker).
f. Users can enable “Filter Results by Profile Preferences” which will only show
Booths that match the user’s profile preferences (like politics, hobbies, etc.).
This setting does not determine whether Booths restricted by age or gender can

6. MENU
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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be viewed by the user; only if the user’s preferences filter search results. This
setting cannot be viewed by other users.
Home
Create Booth
Join Booth
Profile
Favorites
Preferences
Past Booths
Sign-Out
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Platform

The platform being developed for is Android, with an iOS port coming at a later time. The app
will use the location data of the phone (technically optional and app can be used if denied,
but highly recommended). The app will also ask the user for access to the camera when
setting up a photo, or access to the file system when selecting one existing. As a photo is
needed for use of the app, permissions must be granted for at least file system access to use
the app.

•
•
•
•

Material design guidelines
Android app design developer guidelines
Material Design UI kit for Figma
Material Design Icons plugin for Figma

Target Audience

The target audience of Booth is outgoing culinary enthusiasts who want to have a nice meal
and meet new people.

Robert Osbourne

Robert is a 28-year-old single male in Asheville,
NC.
Robert works for the Asheville city water
department, investigating reported breaks in
water lines. During his time off, he likes to join
his friends at bars and clubs or check out new
restaurants downtown.
Robert would like to meet new people,
potentially to become friends or even romantic
partners. At the least, he could enjoy a nice meal
with new faces. He never likes to eat alone, and
even going on Booth with a friend would improve
his evening.
Robert isn’t very tech-savvy, except when it
comes to his smartphone. He’s always getting the
latest Samsung Galaxy phone and knows Android
like the back of his hand.

Design Inspiration
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Design inspiration is taken from other food/crowd-share apps, like OpenTable, Uber, GrubHub
and DoorDash.

OpenTable

OpenTable is a similar app for making dinner-plans. It uses red as the accent color, typical of
food apps and marketing. The home page has similar content to Booth, with a welcome
message and food recommendations. The nav bar is useful for getting around the app. The
profile page displays similar info to the account page on Booth, like eating preferences and
app stats.

Uber
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Yes, the app is in French, but that just makes it easier to focus on the design. In particular,
the map screen is similar to what Booth will have for its map, with a nearby view and icons to
represent Booths (Booths can be represented by number of Booths at that restaurant). Plus a
restaurant/Booth pop-out at the bottom of the screen and map search box.

GrubHub

Another food-based app with food colors, as well as an example of a restaurants list and
detailed display of a restaurant.

Others
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